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Abstract
The four LEP collaborations, ALEPH, DELPHI, L3 and OPAL, have collected a total of
2461 pb−1 of e+e− collision data at centre-of-mass energies between 189 and 209 GeV. The
data are used to search for the Standard Model Higgs boson. The search results of the four
collaborations are combined and examined in a likelihood test for their consistency with two
hypotheses: the background hypothesis and the signal plus background hypothesis. The corre-
sponding confidences have been computed as functions of the hypothetical Higgs boson mass.
A lower bound of 114.4 GeV/c2 is established, at the 95% confidence level, on the mass of the
Standard Model Higgs boson. The LEP data are also used to set upper bounds on the HZZ
coupling for various assumptions concerning the decay of the Higgs boson.
To be submitted to Physics Letters B
1The authors are listed in Refs. [9, 10, 11, 12, 13].
1 Introduction
The Higgs mechanism [1] plays a central role in the unification of the electromagnetic and weak
interactions by providing mass to the W and Z intermediate vector bosons without violating
local gauge invariance. Within the Standard Model [2], the Higgs mechanism is invoked to break
the electroweak symmetry; it implies the existence of a single neutral scalar particle, the Higgs
boson. The mass of this particle is not specified, but indirect experimental limits are obtained
from precision measurements of the electroweak parameters which depend logarithmically on
the Higgs boson mass through radiative corrections. Currently these measurements predict
that the Standard Model Higgs boson mass is mH = 81
+52
−33 GeV/c
2 and constrain its value to
less than 193 GeV/c2 at the 95% confidence level [3].
The data collected by the four LEP collaborations prior to the year 2000 gave no direct
indication of the production of the Standard Model Higgs boson [4] and allowed a lower bound
of 107.9 GeV/c2 to be set, at the 95% confidence level, on the mass. During the last year of
the LEP programme (the year 2000), substantial data samples were collected at centre-of-mass
energies exceeding 206 GeV, extending the search sensitivity to Higgs boson masses of about
115 GeV/c2 through the Higgsstrahlung process e+e−→ HZ. In their initial analyses of the full
data sets, ALEPH [5] observed an excess of events consistent with the production of a Standard
Model Higgs boson with a mass of 115 GeV/c2; L3 [6] and OPAL [7], while being consistent
with the background hypothesis, slightly favoured the signal plus background hypothesis in this
mass region; DELPHI [8] reported a slight deficit with respect to the background expectation.
The final results from the four collaborations have now been published [9, 10, 11, 12]. These
are based on final calibrations of the detectors and LEP beam energies and, in some cases, on
revised analysis procedures. In this paper we present the results from a LEP-wide combination
based on these new publications. The data span the range of centre-of-mass energies (
√
s )
from 189 GeV to 209 GeV. The integrated luminosities of the data samples are given in Table 1
for the full range of energies used and for the subset with energies larger than 206 GeV.
We also present upper bounds on the HZZ coupling for non-standard models with various
assumptions concerning the decay of the Higgs boson. In order to cover the low-mass domain,
the data collected during the LEP1 phase at the Z resonance are combined with LEP2 data.
Integrated luminosities in pb−1
ALEPH DELPHI L3 OPAL LEP√
s ≥ 189 GeV 629 608 627 596 2461√
s ≥ 206 GeV 130 138 139 129 536
Table 1: Integrated luminosities of the data samples of the four experiments and their sum (LEP).
The subsets taken at energies larger than 206 GeV are listed separately.
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2 Analysis and combination procedure
At LEP, the Standard Model Higgs boson is expected to be produced mainly in association with
the Z boson through the Higgsstrahlung process e+e−→HZ [14]. Small additional contributions
are expected at the end of the kinematic range of the Higgsstrahlung process from W and Z
boson fusion, which produce a Higgs boson and a pair of neutrinos or electrons, respectively,
in the final state [15]. The signal processes are simulated using the HZHA generator [16],
which includes the fusion processes and their interference with the HZ final states. For Higgs
boson masses which are relevant at LEP, the Standard Model Higgs boson is expected to
decay mainly into bb¯ quark pairs (the branching ratio is 74% for a mass of 115 GeV/c2)
while decays to τ+τ−, WW∗, gg (≈ 7% each), and cc¯ (≈ 4%) constitute the rest of the decay
width. The final-state topologies are determined by the decay properties of the Higgs boson
and by those of the associated Z boson. The searches at LEP encompass the four-jet final
state (H→bb¯)(Z→qq¯), the missing energy final state (H→bb¯)(Z→νν¯), the leptonic final state
(H→bb¯)(Z→ℓ+ℓ−) where ℓ denotes an electron or a muon, and the tau lepton final states
(H→bb¯)(Z→τ+τ−) and (H→τ+τ−)(Z→qq¯).
A preselection is applied by each experiment to reduce some of the main backgrounds, in par-
ticular from two-photon processes and from the radiative return to the Z boson, e+e−→Zγ(γ).
The remaining background, mainly from fermion pairs and WW or ZZ production, possibly
with photon or gluon radiation, is further reduced either with the help of more selective cuts
or by applying multivariate techniques such as likelihood analyses and neural networks. The
identification of b-quarks in the decay of the Higgs boson plays an important role in the dis-
crimination between signal and background, as does the reconstructed Higgs boson candidate
mass. The detailed implementation of these analyses by the different experiments is described
in Refs. [9, 10, 11, 12] and in earlier references quoted therein.
The input from the four experiments which is used in the combination procedure is provided
channel by channel. The word “channel” designates any subset of the data where a Higgs boson
search has been carried out. These subsets may correspond to specific final-state topologies,
to data sets collected at different centre-of-mass energies or to the subsets of data collected by
different experiments. In most channels the input is binned in two variables: the reconstructed
Higgs boson mass mrecH , and a variable G which combines many event features such as b-
tagging variables, likelihood functions or neural network outputs, which allow discrimination
on a statistical basis between the Higgs boson signal and the background processes.
For each given channel and bin in the (mrecH , G) plane, the experiments provide the number
of selected data events, the number of expected background events, and the number of expected
signal events for a set of hypothetical Higgs boson masses. The expected signal and background
estimates make use of detailed Monte Carlo simulations carried out by each of the four exper-
iments. These take into account all known experimental features such as the centre-of-mass
energies and integrated luminosities of the data samples, cross-sections and decay branching
ratios for the signal and background processes, selection efficiencies and experimental resolu-
tions with possible non-Gaussian contributions. Systematic errors with their correlations are
also evaluated. Since the simulations are done at fixed centre-of-mass energies and Higgs boson
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masses, interpolations are applied (see, for example, [17]) to obtain the rates and distributions
for arbitrary energies and masses. In order to avoid problems which arise in some bins due
to low Monte Carlo statistics, smoothing procedures are applied (see, for example, [18]) which
combine the available information with the information in the neighbouring bins.
3 Hypothesis testing
The observed data configuration in the (mrecH , G) plane is subjected to a likelihood ratio test
of two hypothetical scenarios. In the background scenario it is assumed that the data receive
contributions from the background processes only, while in the signal plus background scenario
the contributions from a Standard Model Higgs boson of test mass mH are assumed in addition.
The expressions for the corresponding binned likelihoods Lb and Ls+b are given in the Appendix.
In a search experiment, the likelihood ratio
Q = Ls+b/Lb (1)
makes efficient use of the information contained in the event configuration. For convenience, the
logarithmic form −2 lnQ is used as the test statistic since this quantity is approximately equal
to the difference in χ2 when the data configuration is compared to the background hypothesis
and to the signal plus background hypothesis (it becomes exactly equal in the limit of high
statistics). Furthermore, −2 lnQ can be written as a sum of contributions from the individual
observed events (see Eq. (4) in the Appendix).
Figure 1 shows the test statistic −2 lnQ as a function of the test mass for the LEP-wide
combination. The expected curves are obtained by replacing the observed data configuration by
a large number of simulated event configurations for the two hypotheses. For the background
hypothesis the 68% and 95% probability bands are also shown. There is a broad minimum in
the observed −2 lnQ starting at about 115 GeV/c2. The negative values in this mass range
indicate that the hypothesis including a Standard Model Higgs boson of such a mass is more
favoured than the background hypothesis, albeit at low significance. Note also that the median
expectation for the signal plus background hypothesis crosses the observed curve in this mass
range. The fact that the observed curve slightly deviates from the background expectation over
the whole mass range of the figure can also be explained by local upward fluctuations of the
background and by long-range effects due to the experimental resolution.
In Figure 2 the likelihood test is applied to subsets of the LEP data from individual ex-
periments and final-state topologies. A signal-like deviation beyond the 95% confidence level
is only observed in the ALEPH data. For a given test mass, the distance between the back-
ground expectation and the signal plus background expectation, compared to their spreads,
is a measure of the discriminating power of the corresponding data set. These figures thus
illustrate the relative power of the subsets and the rapid decrease in discriminating power as
the test mass approaches the kinematic limit of the HZ signal process. One should note that no
individual LEP experiment has the statistical power to distinguish between the two hypotheses
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Experiment Ecm(GeV) Final state m
rec
H (GeV/c
2) ln(1 + s/b)
topology at 115 GeV/c2
1 ALEPH 206.6 Four-jet 114.1 1.76
2 ALEPH 206.6 Four-jet 114.4 1.44
3 ALEPH 206.4 Four-jet 109.9 0.59
4 L3 206.4 Missing energy 115.0 0.53
5 ALEPH 205.1 Leptonic 117.3 0.49
6 ALEPH 208.0 Tau 115.2 0.45
7 OPAL 206.4 Four-jet 111.2 0.43
8 ALEPH 206.4 Four-jet 114.4 0.41
9 L3 206.4 Four-jet 108.3 0.30
10 DELPHI 206.6 Four-jet 110.7 0.28
11 ALEPH 207.4 Four-jet 102.8 0.27
12 DELPHI 206.6 Four-jet 97.4 0.23
13 OPAL 201.5 Missing energy 108.2 0.22
14 L3 206.4 Missing energy 110.1 0.21
15 ALEPH 206.5 Four-jet 114.2 0.19
16 DELPHI 206.6 Four-jet 108.2 0.19
17 L3 206.6 Four-jet 109.6 0.18
Table 2: Properties of the candidates with the largest contribution to −2 lnQ at mH = 115 GeV/c2.
The applied selection, ln(1 + s/b) ≥ 0.18 (i.e. s/b ≥ 0.2) at mH = 115 GeV/c2, retains 17 candidates
while the expected numbers of signal and background events are 8.4 and 15.8, respectively. The
experiment, the centre-of-mass energy, the final state, the reconstructed mass and the weight at
mH = 115 GeV/c
2 are listed.
for a test mass larger than about 114 GeV/c2 at the level of two standard deviations (see the
intersections of the signal plus background curve with the lower edge of the light-shaded 95%
confidence level bands). Regarding the final-state topologies, the combined LEP data in the
four-jet channel have about the same discriminating power as all the other final states together.
The comparison of Figures 1 and 2 illustrates the gain in sensitivity when the data of the four
experiments are combined in all channels.
3.1 Contributions from single candidates
The contribution to the test statistic −2 lnQ from an individual candidate event can be eval-
uated using the binned likelihood functions that appear in the Appendix. We refer to this
contribution as the event weight which, in simplified notation, can be written as ln(1 + s/b),
where s and b refer to the signal and background estimates in the bins of (mrecH , G) where
the events are reconstructed. The candidates which have the highest weight for a test mass of
115 GeV/c2, chosen throughout this paper for the purpose of illustration, are listed in Table 2.
For these events, the evolution of ln(1 + s/b) with test mass is shown in Figure 3. Typically,
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the weight is largest for mH close to the reconstructed mass but there is also a sizeable weight
over a large domain of test masses due to the experimental resolution, as mentioned before.
For a test mass of 115 GeV/c2, the events listed in Table 2 and shown in Figure 3 contribute
with about 40% to the total weight in the likelihood ratio. The distributions of event weights,
shown in Figure 4 for two test masses, are in agreement with the expectation for the background
hypothesis.
3.2 The reconstructed Higgs boson mass
The reconstructed Higgs boson mass mrecH is one of the crucial variables which contribute to the
discrimination between the signal and the background and thus to the test statistic −2 lnQ.
In Figure 5 the distributions for this important discriminating variable are shown at two levels
of signal purity2. There is a clear peak in the background prediction in the vicinity of mZ due
to the e+e−→ ZZ background process which is reproduced by the data.
4 Results of the hypothesis testing
The expected distributions of the test statistic −2 lnQ from the combined LEP analysis are
shown in Figure 6 for three test masses. These distributions, which can be thought of as “slices”
of Figure 1 at the corresponding test masses, are probability density functions (PDF) for the
background and the signal plus background hypotheses and include both the effects of random
statistical variations in the numbers of events and the systematic uncertainties affecting the
expected rates. Systematic uncertainties are incorporated by varying within the errors the signal
and background estimates in each channel and evaluating for each variation the probabilities for
the data configuration to occur. Correlations are addressed by choosing independent random
fluctuations for each source of uncertainty and applying the changes coherently in those channels
where they apply. The uncorrelated errors are dominated by the limited statistics of the
simulated background event samples. Errors which are correlated between the experiments arise
mainly from using the same Monte Carlo generators and cross-section calculations, for example
for the signal processes. The three parts of Figure 6 demonstrate a significant discriminating
power of the combined LEP data for mH=110 GeV/c
2, a moderate one for mH=115 GeV/c
2
and the rapid decrease of the discriminating power towards the end of the investigated range,
mH=120 GeV/c
2.
The vertical line in each part of Figures 6 indicates the observed value of −2 lnQ for the
corresponding test mass. Integrating the PDF for the background hypothesis from +∞ to the
observed value, one obtains the background confidence 1−CLb which expresses the compatibility
of the observation with the background hypothesis (also known as p-value, see Ref. [19]). For a
large number of simulated measurements with no signal and given the background hypothesis,
2These distributions do not enter directly into the hypothesis testing but have been produced to illustrate
the level of agreement between the data and the Monte Carlo simulation.
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1− CLb CLs+b
LEP 0.09 0.15
ALEPH 3.3× 10−3 0.87
DELPHI 0.79 0.03
L3 0.33 0.30
OPAL 0.50 0.14
Four-jet 0.05 0.44
All but four-jet 0.37 0.10
Table 3: The background confidence 1 − CLb and the signal plus background confidence CLs+b for
a test mass mH = 115 GeV/c
2, for all LEP data combined and for various subsets. The values for
the four-jet and all but the four-jet final states are obtained with the data of the four experiments
combined.
1−CLb is the probability to obtain a configuration of events which is less background-like (or
more signal plus background-like) than the one observed. Similarly, integrating the PDF for
the signal plus background hypothesis from the observed value of the test statistic to −∞, one
obtains the confidence (p-value) CLs+b which quantifies the compatibility with the signal plus
background hypothesis.
Figure 7 shows the background confidence 1 − CLb for test masses in the range from 80
to 120 GeV/c2. In the region mH≈98 GeV/c2 the value of about 0.02 translates into 2.3
standard deviations (see the Appendix for the conversion). Note that the number of signal
events which would produce such a deviation from the background expectation is about an
order of magnitude smaller than the number expected in the Standard Model for a Higgs boson
of this mass. In the region of mH above 115 GeV/c
2 the approximate value of 0.09 translates
into 1.7 standard deviations from the background hypothesis. This deviation, although of low
significance, is compatible with a Standard Model Higgs boson in this mass range while being
also in agreement with the background hypothesis. Note that the value of 1−CLb would change
in this region from about 0.09 to about 0.08 if the systematic errors were ignored.
The dash-dotted line in Figure 7 shows the position of the minimum of the median expected
1−CLb for the signal plus background hypothesis, when the signal mass given on the abscissa
is tested. This line is an indication for the limiting sensitivity of the combined LEP data for
detecting a Higgs boson signal. For example, in the case of a Higgs boson of mass 115 GeV/c2,
a minimum of about 0.008 would be expected.
Figure 8 shows 1 − CLb as a function of the test mass for subsets of the LEP data. The
confidences 1−CLb and CLs+b, for a test mass of 115 GeV/c2, are listed in Table 3 for all LEP
data combined and for various sub-samples.
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Expected limit (GeV/c2) Observed limit (GeV/c2)
LEP 115.3 114.4
ALEPH 113.5 111.5
DELPHI 113.3 114.3
L3 112.4 112.0
OPAL 112.7 112.8
Four-jet channel 114.5 113.3
All but four-jet 114.2 114.2
Table 4: Expected (median) and observed 95% confidence level lower bounds on the Standard Model
Higgs boson mass, for all LEP data combined and for various subsets of the data. The numbers for
the four-jet and all but the four-jet final states are obtained with the data of the four experiments
combined.
5 Bounds for the Higgs boson mass and coupling
The ratio CLs = CLs+b/CLb as a function of the test mass, shown in Figure 9, is used to
derive a lower bound on the Standard Model Higgs boson mass (see the Appendix). The lowest
test mass giving CLs = 0.05 is taken as the lower bound on the mass at the 95% confidence
level. The expected and observed lower bounds are listed in Table 4. The expected limits
provide an indication of the relative sensitivities of the data subsets. The observed, combined,
95% confidence level lower bound on the mass of the Standard Model Higgs boson obtained at
LEP is 114.4 GeV/c2, while the median expected limit is 115.3 GeV/c2. The difference reflects
the slight excess of the data with respect to the background expectation at high masses. The
observed and the expected limits would shift upwards by about 50 MeV/c2 if the systematic
errors were ignored.
The combined LEP data are also used to set 95% confidence level upper bounds on the HZZ
coupling in non-standard models. In the ratio ξ2 = (gHZZ/g
SM
HZZ)
2 the variable gHZZ designates
the non-standard HZZ coupling and gSMHZZ the same coupling in the Standard Model. In deriving
the limits on ξ2, which cover a broad range of masses, the LEP1 data collected at the Z
resonance [20] have been combined with LEP2 data taken at energies between 161 and 209 GeV.
In part (a) of Figure 10 the Higgs boson is assumed to decay into fermions and bosons according
to the Standard Model while the cross-sections for the process e+e−→ HZ and the fusion
processes WW→ H and ZZ→ H are scaled with g2HZZ. For masses below 12 GeV/c2, not shown
in the figure, the limits quoted in [21, 22, 23, 24] apply. In parts (b) and (c) it is assumed that
the Higgs boson decays exclusively into bb¯ or τ+τ− pairs. In the τ+τ− case and for masses
below 30 GeV/c2, the limit shown is provided by the search of Ref. [25].
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6 Summary
Combining the final results from the four LEP experiments, ALEPH, DELPHI, L3 and OPAL,
a lower bound of 114.4 GeV/c2 is set on the mass of the Standard Model Higgs boson at the
95% confidence level. At the beginning of the LEP programme no solid limit existed for the
mass of this particle [26].
At a mass of 115 GeV/c2, where ALEPH reported an excess compatible with the production
of the Standard Model Higgs boson, the confidence 1−CLb of the combined LEP data expressing
the level of consistency with the background hypothesis is 0.09, while the confidence CLs+b
measuring the consistency with the signal plus background hypothesis is 0.15.
The LEP1 and LEP2 data have been used in conjunction to set upper bounds on the HZZ
coupling for a wide range of Higgs boson masses and for various assumptions concerning the
Higgs boson decay properties.
The searches for the Standard Model Higgs boson carried out by the four LEP experiments
extended the sensitive range well beyond that anticipated at the beginning of the LEP pro-
gramme [27]. This is due to the higher energy achieved and to more sophisticated detectors
and analysis techniques.
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Appendix: Statistical method
The test statistic adopted in the combination of LEP data [28] is −2 lnQ where Q is the
ratio of the likelihood function for the signal plus background hypothesis to the likelihood
function for the background hypothesis,
Q(mH) =
Ls+b
Lb
. (2)
The binned likelihood functions are defined by
L(η) =
N∏
k=1
exp[−(ηsk(mH) + bk)] (ηsk(mH) + bk)nk
nk!
×
nk∏
j=1
ηsk(mH)Sk(~xjk;mH) + bkBk(~xjk)
ηsk(mH) + bk
,
(3)
where η = 1 in the case of Ls+b and η = 0 in the case of Lb. The index k runs over all
independent contributions to the combined result: from different event topology selections,
data taken at different centre-of-mass energies and data collected in different experiments.
The symbol N stands for the number of such contributions (“channels”); nk is the number of
observed candidates in channel k and ~xjk designates the position ~x of candidate j of channel k
in the plane defined by the discriminating variables mrecH and G (see Section 2). The quantities
sk(mH) and bk are the integrated signal and background rates in channel k. The functions
Sk(~xjk;mH) and Bk(~xjk) are the probability density functions (PDFs) of the discriminating
variables for the signal and background. These PDFs are evaluated in bins of mrecH and G for
a set of values for mH with some interpolation and smoothing procedures applied [17,18]. The
test statistic can be written
− 2 lnQ(mH) = 2
N∑
k=1

sk(mH)−
nk∑
j=1
ln
(
1 +
sk(mH)Sk(~xjk;mH)
bkBk(~xjk)
)
 , (4)
thus becoming a sum of contributions (weights) from the individual observed events.The above
notation assumes that the background-related quantities bk and Bk(~xjk) do not depend on mH.
If the selection criteria in any one channel are explicitly mH dependent (the searches of L3
and OPAL in the four-jet channel have this property), bk and Bk(~xjk) have to be replaced by
bk(mH) and Bk(~xjk;mH).
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The presence of a signal can be inferred from the behaviour of the confidence 1 − CLb
for the background hypothesis (also called p-value, see Ref. [19]), which is obtained, for a
given test mass, by integrating the corresponding PDF from −∞ to the observed value of
the test statistic. The PDFs are obtained from detailed simulations of experiments, given the
background hypothesis. If the background hypothesis is correct, 1−CLb is uniformly distributed
between zero and one; the median of the distribution would thus be 0.5. In the presence of a
significant signal 1− CLb would be very small for the corresponding test mass.
To express a given value of 1−CLb in terms of standard deviations (σ), we adopt a convention
(see Table 31.1 of Ref. [19]) where 1 − CLb = 2.7 × 10−3 (5.7 × 10−7) would indicate a 3σ
(5σ) excess beyond the background expectation. The vertical scales on the right-hand side in
Figures 7 and 8 correspond to this convention.
The frequentist exclusion limit is usually computed from the confidence CLs+b for the signal
plus background hypothesis which, for a given test mass, is obtained by integrating the corre-
sponding PDF from the observed value of the test statistic to +∞. The signal plus background
hypothesis is considered excluded at the 95% confidence level if an observation is made such
that CLs+b is lower than 0.05. However, this procedure may lead to the undesired possibility
that a large downward fluctuation of the background would allow hypotheses to be excluded
for which the experiment has no sensitivity due to the small expected signal rate. This prob-
lem is avoided by introducing the ratio CLs = CLs+b/CLb. Since CLb is a positive number
less than one, CLs will always be greater than CLs+b and the limit obtained will therefore be
conservative. We adopt this quantity for setting exclusion limits and consider a hypothesis to
be excluded at the 95% confidence level if the corresponding value of CLs is less than 0.05.
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Figure 1: Observed and expected behaviour of the test statistic −2 lnQ as a function of the test
mass mH, obtained by combining the data of the four LEP experiments. The full curve represents the
observation; the dashed curve shows the median background expectation; the dark and light shaded
bands represent the 68% and 95% probability bands about the median background expectation. The
dash-dotted curve indicates the position of the minimum of the median expectation for the signal plus
background hypothesis when the signal mass given on the abscissa is tested.
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Figure 2: Observed and expected behaviour of the test statistic −2 lnQ as a function of the test mass
mH when the combination procedure is applied to subsets of the LEP data. Plots (a) to (d): data sets
from individual experiments; (e): the four-jet final state and (f): all except the four-jet final state,
with the data of the four experiments combined. The same notation as in Figure 1 is used.
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Figure 3: Evolution of the event weight ln(1 + s/b) with test mass mH for the events which have
the largest contributions to −2 lnQ at mH = 115 GeV/c2. The labels correspond to the candidate
numbers in the first column of Table 2. The sudden increase in the weight of the OPAL missing
energy candidate labelled “13” at mH = 107 GeV/c
2 is due to switching from the low-mass to high-
mass optimization of the search at that mass. A similar increase is observed in the case of the L3
four-jet candidate labelled “17” which is due to the test mass dependent attribution of the jets to the
Z and Higgs bosons.
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Figure 4: Expected and observed distributions of the event weight ln(1 + s/b) for test masses mH
of (a) 110 and (b) 115 GeV/c2. Dashed line histograms: expected distributions for the background;
shaded histograms: expected distributions for the signal; points with error bars: selected data.
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Figure 5: Distributions of the reconstructed Higgs boson mass, mrecH , obtained from two selections
with differing signal purities. The histograms show the Monte Carlo predictions, lightly shaded for
the background, heavily shaded for an assumed Standard Model Higgs boson of mass 115 GeV/c2,
together with the data. In the loose and tight selections the cuts are adjusted in such a way as to
obtain, for a Higgs boson of mass 115 GeV/c2, approximately 0.5 or 2 times more expected signal
than background events when integrated over the region mrecH > 109 GeV/c
2. In the searches where
the event selection depends on the test mass (see the Appendix), its value is set at 115 GeV/c2.
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Figure 6: Probability density functions corresponding to fixed test masses mH, for the background
and signal plus background hypotheses. The observed values of the test statistic −2 lnQ are indicated
by the vertical lines. The light shaded areas, 1 − CLb, measure the confidence for the background
hypothesis and the dark shaded areas, CLs+b, the confidence for the signal plus background hypothesis.
Plot (a): test mass mH = 115 GeV/c
2; (b): mH = 110 GeV/c
2; (c): mH = 120 GeV/c
2.
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Figure 7: The background confidence 1 − CLb as a function of the test mass mH. Full curve:
observation; dashed curve: expected background confidence; dash-dotted line: the position of the
minimum of the median expectation of 1− CLb for the signal plus background hypothesis, when the
signal mass indicated on the abscissa is tested. The horizontal solid lines indicate the levels for 2σ
and 3σ deviations from the background hypothesis (see the Appendix for the conversion).
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Figure 8: The background confidence 1 − CLb as a function of the test mass mH for subsets of the
LEP data. The same notation as in Figure 7 is used. Plots (a) to (d): individual experiments; (e):
the four-jet and (f): all but the four-jet final state, with the data of the four experiments combined.
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Figure 9: The ratio CLs = CLs+b/CLb for the signal plus background hypothesis. Solid line: ob-
servation; dashed line: median background expectation. The dark and light shaded bands around
the median expected line correspond to the 68% and 95% probability bands. The intersection of the
horizontal line for CLs = 0.05 with the observed curve is used to define the 95% confidence level lower
bound on the mass of the Standard Model Higgs boson.
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Figure 10: The 95% confidence level upper bound on the ratio ξ2 = (gHZZ/gSMHZZ)
2 (see text). The dark
and light shaded bands around the median expected line correspond to the 68% and 95% probability
bands. The horizontal lines correspond to the Standard Model coupling. (a): For Higgs boson decays
predicted by the Standard Model; (b): for the Higgs boson decaying exclusively into bb¯ and (c): into
τ+τ− pairs.
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